Great East Japan Earthquake – Soma Area, Fukushima Prefecture

Special lecture – gathering of teachers from all over Japan
Center for the Study of Learning
Saburo Matsuura
Soma High School Special lectures started in May 2013 in order to support high school students in Soma
area, Fukushima Prefecture who have been faced with the difficulties due to the Great East Japan Earthquake
and the Fukushima No.1 nuclear power plant disaster
Providing places to learn, keeping and improving scholastic abilities of high school students who will play
important role in the future are the main subjects for Fukushima’s revival. On the other hand, the teachers and the
residents in charge of revival are also victims and have big problems. Under this circumstance, Institute for
Educational Research and Training of Ritsumeikan University and Center for the Study of Learning initiated a
project to support education, especially school lessons. Kami Research Lab., Institute of Medical Science, the
University of Tokyo and the SEISA Group, the Foundation for Global Children also support this project.
Concretely, they gather the best teachers from all over Japan for providing teachers’ innovative lectures to
high school students. By doing so, the high school students would know the joy of learning, the local teachers
would make research how to teach better and improve their skills to lead their lessons.
The best teachers participate on volunteer bases. SEISA Group, Foundation for Global Children provided
their transportation fees and a place to stay. At the first year, 9 teachers provided 10 lectures and 248 freshmen
from high schools participated.
In 2014, 5 lectures on the course have been organized for freshmen and sophomore (about 200 – 400
people) in high school.

#1 July

Teachers

Theme / contents

Mr. Yaichi Mizuno

“Live in an instant

Former coach of American

heavily”

Football Club in Kyoto University
#2 October

Ms. Maki Shimogaki

“Music is vitamin for

Teacher in Meijo University

the heart”

(Soprano singer)
#3

Mr. Keiichi Hirako

December

Former project manager

“Basic of satellite”

Japan Aerospace Exploration
Agency
#4 February

#5 March

<Feedback from students>

Dr. Tatsumasa Kitahara

“Robocup Jr. World

Teacher in Kyoto University

championship”

Mr. Tadahiko Mori

“Think Japan’s

Senior staff writer of The Mainichi

future from

Newspaper

newspaper”

 I did not think that it braced it up from the heart so much to hear a story
 I could realize that my life can be changed if I can change.
 Chances never come back again. The failures can be settled by own effort.
 I want to travel all over the world. The world is connected by music.
 Through this lecture, I could see how small I am and how huge the universe is.

<Q&A session>
The result of survey was quite good that 75% of students scored 5 (“very good”) and 4(“good”). However
there were some feedbacks about the sound, picture, and malfunction of the air conditioning of the venue. Also
some students pointed out that they expected to have some lectures for university entrance exam. These issues
need to be solved for next year.
Also “winter special lectures” took place on December 25 and 26 in Shinchi High School which is neighbor
town of Soma City.

#1

Teachers

Theme / contents

Mr. Jun Nonaka

“How to read the

Teacher in Seiko Gakuin Junior

modern poetries to

high school and High school

appreciate”

(Japanese)
#2

Ms. Yukiko Kabuki

“Mastering English

English Teacher in Shirayuri

by interpreter

College

training”
“Mastering English
rhythm by
Christmas Song O
Holy Night”

#3

Dr. Kazuki Kawachi

“Strengthen

Teacher in Nada Junior and

calculation”

Senior High School (Mathmatics)

“Learn how to win
the game”

During past 2 years, 29 teachers mainly from Soma High School have participated in volunteer. Teachers
gave some gentle comments that “they could discover new things and emotions and they could have good
opportunity to develop themselves”.

Great East Japan Earthquake – Soma City, Fukushima Prefecture

Soccer Schools, Lectures for Trainers, and so on…
As regards to Great East Japan Earthquake, the “Soccer Activity Exchange Program” was held on January
17th and 18th in Soma City. This time is the third time, soccer school such as “Okudera Cup U-9, U11”, Yoga
school, and lectures for trainers were provided.

<Soccer school by Mr. Ono of Japan Football Association>
On the morning of January 17th, “Okudera Cup U-9, U11” was held. Exciting games took place while a large
number of parents cheered. For the winner, testimonials and exercise implements were given. There were some
female players and soccer was getting very popular in Soma City.
After that some elementary school students under 9 years old participated in goalkeeper practices. Mr. Ryo
Hirata, coach of SEISA Gakuen High School Sports Academy Course provided this lesson. About 50 people
gathered by the call of “Let’s play goalkeeper”. They exercised and enjoyed basic throwing and catching balls
practice to jumping sideways and catch practice (it is not painful to fall down on artificial turf). They learned a lot of
techniques of goalkeeper. At the end children liked so much Mr. Hirata coach.

<Hirata coach (left), children gathered for goalkeeper exercise>
In the afternoon, a soccer school was organized for U-13 and U-14 soccer players of Soso area. Mr. Ono,
National Technical Director of Japan Football Association, who is providing soccer trainings after the Great East
Japan Earthquake, organized it. Also Mr. Hirata coach from Foundation for Global Children and members of
Tokyo University Association Football Club supported this.

<Lecture of Mr. Hata head coach>

<Yoga lesson for soccer trainers>
After the workouts, there was a wrap-up meeting between children and Mr. Ono. They reviewed and
discussed about their next goal. Mr. Ono said “There will be only 1 year left for the fifth year of and end of support
by Japan Football Association. Yet I like Soma City so I will come here continuously.
On January 18th, while Mr. Ono was leading several soccer schools for different generations of people, a
lecture was provided by Mr. Kimio Hata, a head coach of soccer club of Hiroshima Prefectural Akiminami High
School, at the Clubhouse. The lecture was for soccer trainers and its theme was “Bottom-Up Theory” which
values student’s autonomy. The most impressive story was “if the head coach is pleased more than students
when they win the game or if he feels regret when they lose, the team becomes a team for head coach. In this
case, the autonomy of student is never developed.”
In addition, Yoga lessons were provided during 2 days at the Clubhouse, and some people from outside and
soccer trainers participated. Soccer trainers were sleeping during Yoga lesson for deep sleeping. They were
enjoying talking about who slept at first.
It was windy during 2 days, but we could meet many people who have passion to teach many things to
children through soccer.

Great East Japan Earthquake – Ashibetsu City in Hokkaido

Soma City Elementary School Students Play with Snow in “Northern Land”
Making Christmas Cake
From December 23rd to December 28th, 39 elementary school students from Soma City and 4 parents came
to SEISA Kokusai High School in Ashibetsu City in Hokkaido. It is the winter course program called “Meet in
Northern Land” which is a supporting program to receive evacuees of the Great East Japan Earthquake
co-organized by SEISA Group and Ashibetsu City since 2012. This was 5th time.
Started from Soma City on 23rd, arrived in Ashibetsu on 24th after taking ferry and buses. Mr. Shigehiro
Kiyosawa, Mayor of Ashibetsu City welcomed them and had a welcome party. The day after was Christmas so the
first program started with “Making Christmas Cake”. They decorated Christmas cake by groups. They designed
the Christmas cake by themselves and, there was a group that changed strawberries to Santa Claus.
In the afternoon, they played with snow at the school playground. For this event, people from the city
prepared 2 big snow mountains in playground. Children were excited, ran around, slid from the top of snow
mountain, making igloo, and enjoyed playing with snow.
The main event of this time was “Ski”. Though it was the first time for the most of children, but they could go
to the top of the mountain by ski lift and skied well. In the afternoon, everyone could take lift and at the end, they
all said “they want to ski more!”, “let’s ski tomorrow!!”
During free time at night, the children enjoyed playing games and making felt accessories from wool
produced in Hoshi-No-Shima.
The last lunch of Ashibetsu was “Big Buffet Lunch”. There were Jingisukan (Famous Hokkaido food), pasta,
Takoyaki made by Ashibetsu City office people and many other different foods. It was with many people
supporting this program and participants were full of foods and satisfactions.
There was no big trouble during 5 nights and 6 days. The event “Meet in Northern Land” ended with big
smiles of children. Thank you for the people who cooperated with the event.
Picture

<Welcome speech by Mr. Shigehiro Kiyosawa, Mayor of Ashibetsu City>

<Enjoyed making cakes>

<Decorated by each group>

<Enjoyed ski by watching landscape of Ashibetsu City>

<Lunch party with Ashibetsu City people>

Message from participants
3rd grade in elementary school. Ms. Shione Sugano.
I enjoyed ski the most during this trip. At the beginning I couldn’t ski but teacher kindly taught me how to
ski and I could do that. I could also take lift. I rarely have occasion to ski so it was really fun. I would like
to go to ski ground and want to take lift more.
I also made many friends. Next time, I will make more friends and want to play with them.

Overseas Support Activity Report –Boston, USA

Fukushima Nuclear Power Plant and Bikini H-Bomb Test Films
Boston Japan Film Festival sponsoring
October 19th, “Boston Japan Film Festival” was held in MIT in Boston, USA. FGC supported this festival as
co-sponsor because 3 movies relating to the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant accident were on screen.
This is a report from Ms. Kaeko Liff, Councilor of FGC and member of host organization.

<Ms. Liff introducing FGC’s activities>

<Boston Film Festival Flyer>

4 years after the Great East Japan Earthquake, there are a lot of Boston residents who are giving support
continuously to the disaster stricken areas. They are students, businessperson, housewives, entrepreneurs,
professors; their backgrounds, ages and professions are diverse. Those diverse people got together, co-operated
and organized this festival with support of the Consulate-General of Japan and the Japan Society of Boston.
There are several reasons to hold a film festival in Boston. There is only little information about North East of
Japan in USA, where is far away from Japan. In this case, I came up with an idea that we should create
opportunities to know more about people in North East Japan and about what they feel. In addition, there is a
nuclear power plant in Plymouth, situated in 64km south east of Boston. Therefore, people in Boston should learn
what happened in nuclear power plant in Japan.
During the film festival, 3 movies were on screening. 2 movies about life in Futaba town (Fukushima nuclear
power plant is situated in Futaba town). “The Fukushima Refugees Story” and “Radioactive” (directed by Atsushi
Funahashi). 1 movie about Japanese who were exposed to radiation caused by Bikini H-Bomb test in 1954. “X
Years Later” (directed by Hideaki Ito). Movie Director Atsushi Funahashi invited from Japan, talked about voice
from people in Futaba town and about Japanese government’s nuclear energy policy, which are not reported by
media.

<Distributing FGC NEWS>

There were more than 120 people and they almost stood to watch movies. Various people such as
elementary school children, university students, professors, businesspeople and artists participated. People said
after watching movies that “I didn’t know there were still people who live in shelter without privacy” and “there are
people who were suddenly deprived their home one day. By living in USA, we always forget to imagine feelings of
those people, so it was good to watch such movies”.

<Movie Director Funahashi>
At the beginning of festival, I introduced about what FGC is doing in Fukushima and also distributed “Soso
Medical”, (report of activities and LOHAS medical issued by FGC).

[Host organization]
The urban Risk at MIT, JREX, TEWASSA, SATSUKI KAI USA
[Sponsor]
SEISA Group, Foundation for Global Children, Network of Business Leaders and Entrepreneurs for a Sustainable Business and Energy Future, Fish
Family Foundation
[Airline sponsor]
Japan Airlines
[Supporter]
Boston Consulate-General of Japan, the Japan Society of Boston, Japanese Association of Greater Boston, Boston Japanese Researchers Forum,
Japanese Women's Club in Boston

Foreign Support Activity Report – Eritrea

Supporting Athletic Sports
Toward Tokyo Olympic
Mr. Yasuo Miyazawa, Managing Director visited Asmara, capital of Eritrea in September 2014. With
attendance of Mr. Minoru Kiuchi, State Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Miyazawa signed a Memorandum of
Understanding with Eritrean National Olympic Committee in order to support Eritrean athletes’ participation to
2020 Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic Games. More than 100 people including people from sports world and
government attended the signing ceremony. It showed Eritrean people’s high expectation to the support from
Japan to Eritrean sports world and interaction with Japan. Local newspaper also edited about this MoU and
introduced some comments from key persons.

<Eritrean newspaper>


Mr. Semere Russom, Minister of Education：”The vitality of the agreement as regards strengthening
Eritrean-Japanese relations, besides sports activities.”



Ambassador Zemede Tekle, Sports Commissioner: “The Japanese initiative towards strengthening
culture and sports in Eritrea is significant. Eritrea is making the necessary preparation to register solid
achievement in the 2020 Olympics scheduled to take place in Japan”

<Visiting Mr. Kuroiwa Prefectural Governor of Kanagawa Prefecture>

<Visiting Mr. Kiuchi Senate Minister of Foreign Affairs>

<Lunch with members of Ministry of Foreign Affairs, JOC and Japan Association
of Athletics Federations hosted by Mr. Kiuchi State Minister of Foreign Affairs>

During visit in Asmara in September, Mr. Miyazawa visited sports related facilities and had several meetings

with sports related groups including Paralympic Committee. Also we donated 10,000 USD to Olympic committee
to promote sports among young people.
On the other hand, he had official meetings with President Isaias and Foreign Minister Osman Saleh and,
exchanged their opinions and views about the big theme for the future.
After coming back to Japan, we have been discussing about details of contents written on MoU with Ministry
of Foreign Affairs of Japan and Office for Promoting Olympic/Paralympic in Tokyo etc.
From February 9 to 14, we invited Mr. Mehari Tesfai, the President of Eritrean National Olympic Committee,
Tadesse Ghebru, the Secretary General of Eritrean National Athletics Federation

and Mr. Livingstone Abraham,

the coach of Eritrean National Athletic Team to Japan.
During their stay in Japan, they had meetings with several organizations accompanied by Mr. Miyazawa,
such as Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan, Japanese Olympic Committee (JOC), Japan Association of Athletics
Federations and some Japanese leading companies’ track & field teams. They could have positive and
constructive discussions thanks to the contribution of Eritrean athlete who won the victory in Beppu-Ōita
Marathon.

[From Upper-Left]
<Visiting Japan Association of Athletics Federations president. Mr. Yokokawa (front row left)>
<Enjoyed Akachochin (Japanese restaurant)>
<Experienced transportation by Shinkansen (bullet train): From right side, Mr. Mehari, Mr. Tadesse, Mr.
Livingstone>
[From Lower-Left]
<NTC wrestling practice space>
<Special gym machine in NTC. Mr. Kudo from JOC>
<Mr. Mehari was, a former professional basketball player, playing basketball at NTC>

<Visiting National Training Center (NTC)>

While the camp place of Eritrean Sports Team toward 2020 were discussed to be in west part of Kanagawa
Prefecture such as Odawara City and Hakone town, they visited Mr. Kuroiwa Prefectural Governor of Kanagawa
Prefecture, mayor of Odawara City and Vice town Mayor of Hakone town and had meeting to discuss several
topics including camp invitation.

<Visiting SEISA Hakone Campus>
There are Hakone Campus and Oiso Campus of SEISA Group in the west part of Kanagawa Prefecture. The
delegation team also visited those places and decided to consider positively if those places are appropriate in
terms of their functionality and convenience. They were impressed with the hospitality of SEISA group staff at the
campuses and their interest in Eritrea.
Then the delegates also visited “National Training Center” (Kita ward, Tokyo) which was built for training top
class athletes. They were very pleased to see new exercise facilities with the international standard and learn
new ways of training based on scientific theory.
As a result of this visit, FGC will work out concrete support programs, i.e., to purchase gym machines to be
set in training center in Eritrea and to develop coaches for obtaining official instructor’s license of International
Association of Athletics Federations.
Though Eritrea is one of the poorest and smallest countries in Africa, Eritrean people are hard workers and
quite safe. If they get appropriate support, it can, sure to develop in the future. FGC will support sustainably in a
long-term base.

Foreign Support Activity Report – Myanmar

Experienced Real Advanced Technique in Kanto region
5 students visited Japan – short-term study program
From November 30 to December 13, 2014, 5 people (3 students, 1 professor and 1 teacher) selected from
Myanmar National Technical Universities stayed in Japan under the 2nd Myanmar short-term study program.
This time program was designed for participants to experience different Japanese major manufacturers
based on participants’ requests. Also this program was enriched with SEISA group’s idea and what we should do
for creating KYOSEI society (a society with harmony) as well as containing Japanese culture, history and several
exchanges with Japanese people.
Mr. Miyazawa gave words of encouragement to the participants, “Myanmar is now developing and it is like
old time Japan. If you challenge hard, Myanmar will get ahead of Japan and that is your role”.
The students were very much satisfied with their experience to visit places, which are different from their
major or specialty and, asked questions proactively at all places.
The professor who had been to Japan in other program, said very much impressed, “I have never
experienced such warm heart program before”.
At the wrap up discussion, 5 participants discussed eagerly what they have learned in visited places and
what they put add value to and each person made a speech at the completion ceremony. They promised to bring
SEISA’s idea and SEISA’s Three Guiding Principles back and execute in their home country.

<Experienced Japanese Tea Ceremony on “Myanmar Day”>
List of visited companies
Name of company
Meiki & Company, Ltd

Type of industry
Mold design & work

Contents of visit
What is metal mold?
How was the company established?

(Atsugi City, Kanagawa pref.)

Company policy, Visiting factory.
Tokyo Electric Power Company

Electric power

Visiting photovoltaic power plant,

(Kawasaki City, Kanagawa pref.)

company

Thermal power station

Kanagawa Academy of Science

Material

Visiting photocatalyst museum,

and Technology
Photocatalyst Museum
(Kawasaki City, Kanagawa pref.)

Visiting measurement center

Transportation

Watching Maglev train

NEC Platforms, Ltd.

ICT instrument

Company profile, Company policy,

(Kofu City, Yamanashi pref.)

development &

Explanation about newly developed

manufacturing

products, observing server assembling

Yamanashi Prefectural Maglev
Exhibition Center
(Tsuru City, Yamanashi pref.)

process
KONICA MINOLTA, Inc.

Multifunction printer

(Hino City, Tokyo)

development, sales &

Visit new office

manufacturing
Bridgestone Corporation

Tire development,

Company history & policy,

(Kodaira City, Tokyo)

manufacturing &

Tire development process,

sales

Observing design demonstration
Visiting retread center

Yuyuen

Special nursing

Visiting special nursing home,

(Machida City, Tokyo)

home for the aged

Exchange with volunteers,
Exchange of opinions about aging
society

Kitahara International Hospital

Medical care

Visiting hospitals & hospital firms,
Hospital’s policy,

(Hachioji City, Tokyo)

Explanation about unique system
Toshiba Science Museum

Museum

Introduction and exposition of Toshiba
advanced technology

(Kawasaki City, Kanagawa pref.)

Courtesy visits
Kanagawa Prefectural Office

Courtesy visit to Mr. Kuroiwa Prefectural Governor

Embassy of the Republic of the

Visiting councilor

Union of Myanmar

Kawasaki Chamber of

Courtesy visit to President, Managing Director, Secretary

Commerce and Industry

General and lunch

Exchange program and cultural experience
Place of visit

Contents of visit

SEISA Junior High School &

Exchange with junior high school and high school students,

SEISA High School

parents and local people at “Myanmar day” event.

(Asahiku Aobadai, Yokohama

Dance, pounding mochi (rice cake), Japanese tea ceremony,

City)

cooking sushi rolls, Japanese drum experience.

SEISA University

Lecture about “KYOSEI”, live & work together in harmony.

(Hachioji City in Tokyo, and

Lecture about social insurance system, welfare system,

Yokohama City)

and its environment.

Edo-Tokyo Museum

Visiting museum to understand and experience history and

(Asakusa, Tokyo)

culture of Tokyo

SEISA Shonan Oiso Campus

Q&A about each country’s culture with SEISA group’s

(Oiso town, Kanagawa pref.)

teachers through TV Conference System

Mt. Takao

Climbing Mt. Takao,

(Hachioji City, Tokyo)

Visiting Head temple of Takao-san, Yakuo-in

Visiting Thermal power station at Tokyo
Electric Power Company

Visiting Bridgestone Corporation

Demo riding on maglev train

Donation of Radio Tower
The Foundation for Global Children donated 2 ambulances to the Ministry of Health of Myanmar in order to
support their emergency medical service and mobile medical care in June 2014.
Since these 2 ambulances are equipped with radio communication system, they can communicate with head
office and major hospitals easily and be able to operate more flexible way. However, an area of radio
communication is still limited so its capability is not yet fully utilized.
In order to make full use of ambulances and facilitate general operations and mobile medical care, FGC
donated 15 meters height tower with radio relaying apparatus.
The tower is now ready to be shipped to Myanmar. Once it is installed on the hill of capital Nay Pyi Taw, area
of radio communication will be extended to 150 km radius and they can provide more efficient ambulance service.
Also this tower can be used to enhance other telecommunication systems in Myanmar. Myanmar people are
looking forward to early installation and inauguration.

Bangladesh

Start of Garment Factory
Support Agrasara Orphanage
A garment factory “SEISA SEAGULL AGRASARA GARMENT” located in Bangladesh and co-supported by
FGC and Yabepro-cutting will soon be inaugurated. This is a factory to support Agrasara orphanage in Chittagong,
so that it can sustain its independent operation and management.
Bathrooms and electric voltage construction for factory were completed in August 2014. In the end of
September, children at the orphanage helped to set sewing machines and ready for teaching how to use sewing
machines. The last challenge before the inauguration is to join into Bangladesh Garment Manufactures &
Exporters Association (BGMEA).
It is easy to support by just giving money, food, clothes and materials. However one day, children have to
leave orphanage. At that time, unless they have some skills and abilities to be independent, it is possible that they
become delinquent or commit crimes easily and will not become healthy citizens.
This factory provides opportunities to children to learn skills to become independent and to become a person
to support orphanage and society. This needs long-term support; especially in area of personnel development
thus FGC will continuously be involved in development of this establishment.

<Inside of factory>

<Youth in orphanage carrying sewing machines>

Foreign Support Activity Report – Bhutan

University Students’ 10 Days Short-Term Study Tour in Japan
SEISA Group has exchange program with Royal Thimphu College (RTC) and received 8 students (6 men
and 2 women) and 1 lecturer from RTC from January 26th for 10 days.
In Bhutan, they advocate Gross National Happiness (GNH). There are a lot of common points between their
GNH initiatives and SEISA’s “KYOSEI” (live and work together in harmony) and, both are aiming for each other’s
development through this exchange program. They stayed mainly in SEISA Takao Campus. In Takao Campus,
people can speak and guide in English because they receive a lot of foreign students every year.
During their stay, everyone of SEISA Group welcomed them. Started from a lesson of song “SEISA's raft” by
Sin-seisakuza Theater Group, Bhutanese students played soccer with high school students in Takao Campus.
Accompanied by staffs of SEISA group, FGC and professors of SEISA University, they visited Kanagawa
Prefectural Museum of Natural History in Odawara-City, Kiramekino Oka Oi (Furukawa co., ltd. Oi town mega
solar plant) in Oi Town, Tama Zoo, RiSuPia in Panasonic center and IT venture company in Tokyo. Through their
visits, they learned Japanese technology, culture and philosophy. They also participated in an exchange party
with SEISA University’s professors and SEISA University lecture on “KYOSEI” by using TV conference system.
RTC students were impressed by Japanese environment and Japanese people’s humanity and surprised by
the fact that there is not always correlation between development of technology and deterioration of ecological
environment. They learned a lot about how people spend life in order to develop country.
They enjoyed to learn and realized at the end that because Japanese people were not only economically rich
but also mentally fulfilled, Japanese people could keep ecological environment by developing economy at the
same time.
On the last day of their stay in Japan, RTC students said, “We learned a lot of things in Japan”. These words
were born as a result of warm hospitality with “SEISA’s spirit” shown by SEISA group staff during this whole trip.
Bhutanese students, who were eager to learn good things of Japan, showed very vivid responses when they
saw the products and services which are too common for Japanese people to realize their uniqueness in daily
life. Their responses were seen because they came from a country that pursue a development of “Mental
richness” and had a passion to bring good things of Japan to their country.
I noticed that their spirits are similar to spirit of SEISA’s “KYOSEI” (live and work together in harmony), which
is the key to develop each county through various exchanges between countries.
Presentation by Associate Professor Dr.
Tsubouchi at Tama zoo.(Top-Left)
Farewell party (Top-Right)
Calligraphy with high school students at
SEISA Gakuen Shonan
School.(Bottom-Left)
Received certificate from Mr. Inoue,
Chairperson of Kokusai Gakuen
Education Institute and FGC Councilor

Support for Developing Long Distance Runners
FGC has been contributing to a development of young people in Bhutan through sports that FGC supported
2 Bhutanese high school students, Kinzang and Pema, for enrollment into 2 years soccer school program in
Japanese high school
We have also decided to support development of Bhutanese marathon athletes and long distance runners
toward 2020 Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic game based on the request from the Bhutanese government.
We will firstly dispatch an experienced coach to Bhutan to find potential athletes by cooperating with Japan
Association of Athletics Federations. Then we will invite them to Japan, train them at strong athletics club owned
by a company, let them participate in several competitions, and develop their potentials and skills.
After their retirement, we expect them to become coach or trainer by using their experiences to develop
next generation athletes and contribute to expansion of Bhutanese track and field and other sports.
This is not the support with which we can have immediate visible results but this is very important to develop
young people and this is the support expected by Bhutanese people who measure the country strength by GNH.

Report of “donated items and collaborated donation”
Donated items
Yukio Sakurai Designed Calendar

Clothes

(JPY)
48,000

9,239

Books

322,166

Postcards

190,140

Stamps

251,920

Cards (calling cards, book coupons, gift token
etc.)
Total

21,605
843,070

Collaborated donation
Illustrated book of Earth Natural
History sales
Photo-book “Butterfly of Oiso”
sales
Tokiko Kato’s Concert ticket sales
Book sales

(JPY)
2,000

700

124,500
39,384

Vending machine (17
manufacturers) sales
Total

We promise to use those resources for improving global children’s health condition and education

1,693,273
1,859,857

